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ڣװԼԫִԼԶֲΔխഏ੍֚壂ᨠ
ଃڝऱ۰ݎᔃऄஃΔࡉ੍֚۵ඒს
ഗ८ᄎऱ്ۂᚊ೫ᄎ९ΔᏆԼࡺۯڍՓ
ԫ۩ࠩભഏᆄ۵ᆣৄΖ
ছڣԲሿሿԮڣऄ᜔ംቸࠩխഏ੍֚
ംழΔݎᔃऄஃբݺଚ௹ՀԱࠥऱٱ
ွΖᖕᎅڔਢխഏ՟ઊထټऱ۵ᖂඒߛ୮Ղ
ၼՀᓊऄஃ॰ՀנᣊࢸဇऱݬΔۖՂၼՀᓊऄ
ஃޓਢխഏਙࢌڇԶԼڰזڣཚଠᙄ؍
ฒ۵ᖂೃऱรԫԳΖ
ݎᔃऄஃڇऱԿڣհփΔঁല֚࣍ۯ
੍ؑխ֨ऱԫଡ՛՛ോഘޏ৬ګڇႂऱ۵
ඒሐѧѧ੍֚壂ᨠଃڝΔࠀڇᇠڝփمګ
ԫࢬ؍ฒ۵ᖂೃΔڶᖂس311ڍԳΙԾمګ
ԫଡსิ៣ψ੍֚۵ඒსഗ८ᄎωΖ
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A

delegation of Buddhists led by DM Miao Xian, the Abbess of
Tianjin Jianfu Guanyin Monastery, and Mr. Zhang Jianglong ,
Deputy Director of Tianjin Buddhist Benevolent Foundation, came
to visit the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas (CTTB) on November
18, 2008.
When a DRBA delegation visited Jianfu Guanyin Monastery
in Tianjin, China, in year 2007, DM Miao Xian had impressed us
with her accomplishments. She is one of the outstanding disciples
of DM Long Lian of Sichuan Province. DM Long Lian was the first
Bhikshuni to establish a government-approved Buddhist Academy
for female Sangha in China in the early 1980s.
DM Miao Xian established a Buddhist Academy for Bhikshunis
after she took over a small Taoist temple in central Tianjin and
turned it into a large Buddhist monastery in just three years time!
The Academy currently houses more than 200 students. She also
established a charity organization called Tianjin Buddhist Benevolent
Foundation.
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ڣװնִ՟ઊՕچᔼழΔݎᔃऄஃ
ᏆԫᆢԳ༓߀ࠩڻΖೈᢤಬ८ᙒΕଇ
ढΕᢐΔ່ᝫղ߀اଚ່Ꮑऱڜ
ᐣΕྤਜۼ֗א۵ඒऱྤᒴՕსऱ壄壀Ζ
ݺ္ܫڔଚΔڔᘣߪߠᢞ۵ऄլױ৸ᤜऱტ
ᚨΔ߀ڇփΔྤᓵୌԫࢬኻᄤࢨଙჅऱڝ
ᐔΔࠡᐔփऱ۵ቝথශྤჾ")ᓮॵቹ*
ംቸ࣍ԼԫִԼԮֲඡࣂሒԿᢋؑ
ழΔ㠬ኔऄஃࡉ༓ࡺۯՓԫ៱ڇٵ८՞ᖲᦟ
०Δݎᔃऄஃԫ۩Գ݁ᄕტᖿΖ
੍֚ംቸᆖመԫଡደ९ऱଆ৵թࣂ
ሒԿᢋؑΔথլેΔ࣍ܛֲ)ԼԶֲ*ԫ
ڰ༉ࠩᆄ۵ᆣৄਈΖऄ᜔ऱ؍ฒऄஃࡉࡺՓ
ଚᑷ௺ᦟ०Δࠀאԫຝᆄ۵ᆣৄऱׂ܂տ
ฯ֗אભ࠺ऱై୯ཱིৱΖ
ᆄ۵ᆣৄֱՁ㠬৳ऄஃՈᘣ۞੍֚
ംቸᖄሏ֗ᝑᇞտฯΔࠀࠩψྤߢഘωਈᤩ
૫؍ۋ۵Εဠႆࡉࡸࡉ۔֏ՂԳհॐܓΖ
ឈྥຍ੍֚ڻംቸࠩᆄ۵ᆣৄംழ
ၴৰআΔ܀ቸຟტ࠹ࠩᆄ۵ᆣৄ堚ᄅऱ़
Εڜࡉਃᙩ"
Լԫ੍ֲִ֥֚ംቸছଈࢌဎฐ
ቅழΔՈװᨠऄ᜔ܓ್ڇᥞઊऱሐψဎᣤ
壄ॐωΔۖהଚᝫףဎᣤ壄ॐऱ࢚۵ऄ
ᄎΖݎڕإᔃऄஃᎅΔψຍڻ౨ࠩᆄ۵ᆣৄ
ΔԾڶᖲᄎڇભഏ࢚ף۵ऄᄎΔటਢլဠ
۩ڼΜω

During the major earthquake
ݳ
disaster that hit Sichuan Province in
ࣩ
ॲ
May last year, DM Miao Xian led
several missions not just to provide
earthquake victims with money,
food, and medicine, but to comfort
frightened victims and extend the
utmost kindness of Buddhism. She
reported that everywhere she went, no matter how badly the temples
were destroyed, the Buddha statues remained untouched! (Attached
some photos that were published in China’s newspaper and online)
The group arrived in San Francisco late on November 17. DM
Sure and a few lay people went to the airport to greet their coming.
DM Miao Xian was overwhelmed by the presence of DM Sure and
the lay people at the airport.
After a long flight to San Francisco the night before, the Tianjin
Delegation left early in the morning to come pay the visit at CTTB.
A group of DRBA Bhikshunis and laypeople welcomed the
Tianjin delegation by showing a brief video introducing CTTB and
inviting them to a vegetarian lunch.
The Abbot of CTTB, DM Lyu, led them on a tour of CTTB
and a visit to the No Words Hall to pay respects to the sharira of
Shakamuni Buddha, Venerable Master Xu Yun, and Venerable Master
Hsuan Hua.
Although it was a very short visit, everyone was very impressed by
the clean air, tranquil and quietness environment of CTTB.
On November 24, the Tianjin delegation went to Washington,
D.C. and visited Avatamsaka Vihara, the DRBA branch monastery in
Maryland, where they observed a recitation session. DM Miao Xian
said she found this trip most worthwhile because she had the chance
to visit CTTB and to participate in a recitation session in America.

